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exile

Another Variation
I
"Helen, or the Confession of a White Widowed Male, such were the two titles under which the writer of
the present note received the strange pages it perambulates," you recite.
I sidestep an older couple-who have stopped to gaze through a store window at some Vera Bradley
purses—to avoid a collision. Drawing back up alongside of you, I can't help but repeat "true confessions,"
looking up at you with exaggerated interest.
You shake your head. "That I highly doubt." We stop at a vegetable stand, you scrutinizing each ear of
corn and 1 looking at the spectacle of a small town patronizing local growers at the farmer's market. Maybe it's
that it makes us feel quaint and simple, earth and small business friendly.
"True or not, the writing is inexcusable." You would leave it at that, but I press you, still wanting to
know what makes the piece so awful, wanting to judge whether 1 think you have misjudged. And something
about it possibly being true does have a certain allure, I admit.
You received the manuscript at the small publishing company you started a few years back. You try and
summarize for me: It came with a forward, written by a son who claimed he 'dfound it among his late father s
belongings. What follows is supposedly the story of his father and mother's first meeting. As if some variation
of this story hasn 't been told a thousand times before, you roll your eyes, we find out her father doesn 't approve
the match—shocking, I know. At nineteen, just into freshman year of college, they become pregnant. Her father
turns every shade of purple when the lovers tell him about the baby and their impending marriage. He kicks
out young, Teddy—I think that was his name—and locks the door behind him. When Teddy comes back the next
morning, having been properly encouraged by his saint-of-a-mother the night before, the shades are drawn and
the house stands empty.
"Did you know?" I say smelling a ripe red tomato.
"Yes, they're a fruit," you reply, slightly annoyed by my tangential interruption, just as I knew you'd be.
"A berry, to be exact, once thought to be an aphrodisiac."
"Don't start waxing poetic about a vegetable." You smile, in spite of yourself. And I'm glad I can be
the one to do that for you.
"A fruit," I correct you, handing the nice old vendor with a General Longstreet moustache a buck for
two. They are best when really red and slightly fragrant. No one lets them grow to maturity anymore. 1 watch
a lady struggle to open the door to her Volvo, her carefully picked bounty and fresh bouquet threatening to array
themselves on the pavement, among pebbles and bits of paper, in such a way that they would only resemble
their former selves in a very abstract kind of way: seed and stem, skin and petal, ovary and stamen, receptacle
and pistil, carpel and mesosphere. I wonder, could I put them all back together if I had to? You go on:
circa suppertime" Daron Nealis, '05
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Years late,; only by coincidence--or fate, ifyou prefer--does Teddy read about the old man s death in a
local newspaper while drinking a glass of orange juice. Hes visiting a friend on the east coast, the ve,y town
to which Helen s father had taken her. Imagine, this author doesn t even bother to give specifics! Just a generi
New England town. Anyway, Teddy shows up at the funeral and inopportunely announces to the mourning
crowd his undying lo ve for Helen. Next to her is a ten-year-old boy
"Our forwarder, I presume?"
You nod and go on, They get married and live happily ever after.
"Oh," I say, feeling at bit more disappointed than I' d ex pected. Disappointed in the story or in the

retelling of it? I wonder. " Why the Lolita reference?"
"I couldn't guess. Maybe the poor attempt at linguistic play on page four."
" So what happened after that?" I prod.
" After what?" You ' re rolling up your shirt sleeves, not looking at me.
"After they ' re married?" I won't stop looking at you, like on those mornings when you wake up to find
me taking in enough of you for the rest of the day. But now I do it annoy you.
"They live happily ever after."
" I' m sure the manuscript didn ' t say 'and then they lived happily ever after,"' I snap.
You ' re looking at me now, frowning slightly as we make our stop at the fresh cut flower stand, and I
exchange the usual niceties with Mrs. Anderson while you make the bouquet. My colors: reds, dark pinks, and
purples. With exaggerated chivalry, you hand it to me, a sandwich baggie filled with water rubber-banded to
the stems. l admit I love the way you're still excited about something that is routine for our Saturdays, from
June through October. And that's how we make up after a little tiff, which is all we ever really seem to have.
Sometimes I wish that we would use words.
Stepping off the sidewalk, I take your hand as we cross the street, away from the milling crowd. I know
without looking--by counting the number of steps you take or the number of times you Iightly press my hand-where we end up: the used bookstore, which is a little small, but quite satisfactory for a town our size. I search
for that $6.50 copy of Bel Canto I saw last weekend but guilted myself out of buying. This past week I stopped
by the coffee shop only twice and with that saved ten, I buy this guilty pleasure. For me, it's arguable whether
books or coffee contain more legal addictives.
You always take longer, never looking for anything specific. So I li sten to Maggie talk about her
daughter 's first day of kindergarten , bow she cried from the time little Beth left until the time she came home.
My parents used to line my brothers and me up on the front porch and take a picture every year, the last Monda
in August. A neighbor of ours comes in and asks Maggie how she's doing, only smiling at me (you and I are
living in sin). Maggie turns to tell her the same story, like she'd recited that very rendition a hundred times
before. She probably had, sitting at the breakfast table, going over in her head exactly how it happened. I'm
already making mental note of what the weather is like. I tum and find you thumbing through an early ed ition
of Absalom, Absalom.
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This September day isn't hot, or weary, or still, or dead. In fact, it smells and feels like fall already.

Years later, only by coincidence-or fate, if you prefer-does Teddy read about the old man's death in a
local newspaper while drinking a glass of orange juice. He's visiting afriend on the east coast, the very town

Sweater weather is the perfect weather, and the nights have been cooling off into the upper forties so that we

to which Helen s father had taken her. Imagine, this author doesn 't even bother to give specifics! Just a generic

can wrap ourselves in the big quilt my mother made and sit out on the lawn watching Orion, or Osiris the

New England town. Anyway, Teddy shows up at the funeral and inopportunely announces to the mourning

ancient Egyptians' god of light, appear over the southern horizon. I've always been bothered by the spelling of

crowd his undying love for Helen. Next to her is a ten-year-old boy

•'Betelgeuse" (pronounced "beetle juice," as in that bizarre movie starring Winona Rider and Michael Keaton).

"Our forwarder, I presume?"

On clear nights we've even spotted the reddish tint of the Orion Nebula, slightly below his belt. Surviving

You nod and go on, They get married and live happily ever after.

myths dispute Orion's parentage. Some say he sprung directly from Gaia, the earth mother, others say he's the

"Oh," I say, feeling at bit more disappointed than I'd expected. Disappointed in the story or in the

offspring of Gaia's son, Atlas. And still, others claim Poseidon. Even made-up men are denied origin.
"You've got that one already." I kiss you on the cheek and scan the "f' section.

retelling of it? I wonder. "Why the Lolita reference?"
"I couldn't guess. Maybe the poor attempt at linguistic play on page four."

"Yeah, but not this edition." You hold it up for me to see.

"So what happened after that?" I prod.

"Because this edition ..." I begin to thumb through it.
"Is the 1951 Random House edition. Look at the way the cover accentuates loneliness, futility, and

"After what?" You're rolling up your shirt sleeves, not looking at me.
"After they're married?" I won't stop looking at you, like on those mornings when you wake up to find

decline. The font alone suggests.. ."
These pages are a discolored clean. No finger smudges, no underlining or scribbling. I wonder how that

me taking in enough of you for the rest of the day. But now I do it annoy you.
"They live happily ever after."

is possible with over half a century of changing hands. It would stand out in our collection. And I prefer your

"I'm sure the manuscript didn't say 'and then they lived happily ever after,'" I snap.

old copy anyway, even if it is only a Vintage Classic with a thematically ambiguous jacket cover.
I remember the first time I picked it up off your bookshelf, where it was wedged between Light in

You're looking at me now, frowning slightly as we make our stop at the fresh cut flower stand, and I
exchange the usual niceties with Mrs. Anderson while you make the bouquet. My colors: reds, dark pinks, and

August and Sacred Hunger (How badly I wanted to organize them with my usual obsessive-compulsiveness).

purples. With exaggerated chivalry, you hand it to me, a sandwich baggie filled with water rubber-banded to

There was a rainbow spread of ink marking the pages with your scribble, and I could tell that the black ink was

the stems. I admit I love the way you're still excited about something that is routine for our Saturdays, from

from the time you told me about, the first time you read Absalom, Absalom and made your boy-self weep. 1

June through October. And that's how we make up after a little tiff, which is all we ever really seem to have.

was impressed you admitted to shedding tears. I was glad because I knew what you meant, and it would be one

Sometimes I wish that we would use words.
Stepping off the sidewalk, 1 take your hand as we cross the street, away from the milling crowd. I know

less thing to unsuccessfully try to explain about myself. / never knew language could have such an affect until
Faulkner's "silence of not people and not language. " You were just fifteen. I tried to imagine you back then,

without looking-by counting the number of steps you take or the number of times you lightly press my hand-

and I often think still that I would like to go back as I am, now, to you as you were, then. To see you at your

where we end up: the used bookstore, which is a little small, but quite satisfactory for a town our size. I search

most vulnerable and most brilliant time, just testing your manhood and the world.
To be honest I thought the man-I'd-love's past would look a little different, something more along

for that $6.50 copy of Bel Canto I saw last weekend but guilted myself out of buying. This past week I stopped
by the coffee shop only twice and with that saved ten, I buy this guilty pleasure. For me, it's arguable whether

the lines of my favorite poet's husband's past: a mechanic for a father, the heat of southern nights troubling

books or coffee contain more legal addictives.

your sleep. That's where I came from. Instead you grew up in a rich suburb of Providence with an atheist

You always take longer, never looking for anything specific. So I listen to Maggie talk about her

psychologist for a mother, who once planned to be a nun. It was hard for me to imagine, hard for me to

daughter's first day of kindergarten, how she cried from the time little Beth left until the time she came home.

empathize. Even now I find your past hard to narrate. So 1 come back from Rhode Island, 1989, in time to hear

My parents used to line my brothers and me up on the front porch and take a picture every year, the last Mondaj

you say:
"The blurb so obviously reflects Cowley's construction of Faulkner." I love watching you drum your

in August. A neighbor of ours comes in and asks Maggie how she's doing, only smiling at me (you and I are
living in sin). Maggie turns to tell her the same story, like she'd recited that very rendition a hundred times

fingers on the bookshelf almost as much as I enjoy wondering why you start this drumming with your ring

before. She probably had, sitting at the breakfast table, going over in her head exactly how it happened. I'm

finger, which I enjoy just slightly less than running my own hand over these book spines. I think, maybe it 11

already making mental note of what the weather is like. I turn and find you thumbing through an early edition

catch.

of Absalom, Absalom.

"And that entirely affects the way you approach the text," I finish for you. "I never liked Cowley's
10
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Faulkner. There's something too 'awe shucks' about him." I shake my head. "No, give me the Faulkner of the
' 30s, even with his manque."
You nod. " Do you think we have room for one more orphan?"
"Room for two, in fact," I say, holding up Bel Canto.
"Then it's settled." You take out your wallet.
" Bibliophile," I murmur with a sideways glance.
"Who're you calling a bibliophile," you ask, pulling me towards you. "Ms. Sh~ I Organize them by
Content or by Author?" Then a kiss.

.)

Back out in the sunlight of early afternoon, you ask, "How would you summarize this book in a single
sentence?" You like trying to stump me.
" Progeny forsaking creator."
"Is that what you tell your students, Dr. Reynolds?"
"That's what I let my students tell me."

"If you weren't as brilliant as you are, your smile might just make up for it." You take my produce bags
which have grown heavier as we walk down the street, leaving me the bouquet and book. You look at me for a
moment, and I notice that your eyes are that deep, pensive blue of the fall sky.
My father has blue eyes, but there the similarity ends. I' ve always heard a woman marries someone lik
her father, and it is a statement that has plagued me often when I awake in the night to find you lying peacefully
next to me. It makes me doubt you because you are so different than anything I ever thought I'd want. You are
the opposite ofmy father in so many ways. " Unevenly yoked," my parents would say, waging a finger. And
sometimes I wonder if! could truly ever for-real-love someone who unequivocally denies the intangible, the
existence of the unseen. Yet, at the same time, as I' m lying next to you, hearing the rise and fall of your breath,
I know I was deceived. Once I thought morality was impossible apart from faith. But you are the most moral,
good person I've ever met. How can this be, I wonder, unsettled, unable to remember the instant that left with
me such a strong impression of your goodness.
And I sometimes dream about my father's face made hideous at the site of you, the manifestation ofmy
repudiation of his legacy, the legacy ofselfevery father likes to think is so concrete and engrained. A bleedingheart liberal. A Yankee, for God 's sake. An intellectual, I should have known. I'll bet those nails haven t been
dirty a day in his life. It occurs to me that I am forsaking my father in some indefinable way, and that it is

inevitable--! unable to live within the parameters of his expectations. We all become Absalom perhaps. Still,
sometimes even I think I'd rather have the poet's husband, dirty from the sandblasting factory.
You look at me quizzically, knowing I've traveled far away and back. But, you ' re confident that it's
always back to you. You take my free hand in yours, and we walk along in that full, comfortable silence, which
takes a good decade to cultivate. Children play foursquare in the street--a phenomenon only possible in a place
like this, where I feel as if! have stepped back fifty years, sans the apron and spatula, of course. We smile at
their smiles, gripping each others' hands more tightly because we're so happy to know that the other is just as
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Faulkner. There's something too 'awe shucks' about him." I shake my head. "No, give me the Faulkner of the

relieved that there are only two cats waiting to be fed when we get home. We said we never wanted that life,

'30s, even with his manque."

but I can find it aesthetically pleasing, all the same. I want to remember the way this little girl's white-blond
hair flows down her back and hangs in her face like a bridal veil.

You nod. "Do you think we have room for one more orphan?"

"How would you summarize the manuscript in a single sentence?" I ask, but I'm not trying to stump

"Room for two, in fact," I say, holding up Bel Canto.
"Then it's settled." You take out your wallet.

you.
You look exasperated, the corners of your mouth crinkling like they do when you're annoyed by the

"Bibliophile," I murmur with a sideways glance.
"Who're you calling a bibliophile," you ask, pulling me towards you. "Ms. Should I Organize them by
Content or by Author?" Then a kiss.

children playing in the street outside your study window. And I always thought that was silly. Like they should

know
were in the
of writing
Great American
I pull my hand away.
\k out in the sunlight of
earlyyou
afternoon,
youmiddle
ask, "How
wouldthe
younext
summarize
this bookNovel.
in a single
"A waste of time," you say, putting your still-warm hand into a pants pocket.

sentence?" You like trying to stump me.
"Progeny forsaking creator."

"Try again," I'm surprised by the force behind those words, and I can see you are surprised too.
"Like every other tale of true love." You have a strange habit, taking both hands and rubbing your face

"Is that what you tell your students, Dr. Reynolds?"

clear up from the chin to the scalp. It means you are officially frustrated and want me to know it. I can tell

"That's what I let my students tell me."

you'd be doing it now, if not for the produce bags.

"If you weren't as brilliant as you are, your smile might just make up for it." You take my produce bags
which have grown heavier as we walk down the street, leaving me the bouquet and book. You look at me for a
moment, and I notice that your eyes are that deep, pensive blue of the fall sky.
My father has blue eyes, but there the similarity ends. I've always heard a woman marries someone like
her father, and it is a statement that has plagued me often when I awake in the night to find you lying peacefully

But I won't stop, and now I'm not even sure why. I need to know, "What happened after they were
married."
"Nothing of consequence."
"The author didn't write anything, or you think it's just too cliche to defile your own tongue with the
words to tell me about it." You hate when I get like this. I hate that I can never just say what I mean.

next to me. It makes me doubt you because you are so different than anything I ever thought I'd want. You are

"What's the difference?" We're at the door now. "The reality is the same. All creating stops."

the opposite of my father in so many ways. "Unevenly yoked," my parents would say, waging a finger. And

We go in, and I try to hold on to that lovely, fading image of the little girl and my piece of mind.

sometimes I wonder if I could truly ever for-real-love someone who unequivocally denies the intangible, the
II

existence of the unseen. Yet, at the same time, as I'm lying next to you, hearing the rise and fall of your breath,
I know 1 was deceived. Once I thought morality was impossible apart from faith. But you are the most moral,

You come in from talking to the neighbor over the fence (it's easier than talking to me when I get this

good person I've ever met. How can this be, I wonder, unsettled, unable to remember the instant that left with

way) and find me sitting cross-legged on the floor of your study. I don't look up, and 1 can feel the way that this

me such a strong impression of your goodness.

unsettles you.

And I sometimes dream about my father's face made hideous at the site of you, the manifestation of my
repudiation of his legacy, the legacy of self every father likes to think is so concrete and engrained. A bleedingheart liberal. A Yankee, for God's sake. An intellectual, I should have known. 1 'II bet those nails haven't been

You clear you're throat. "Why are you in my work papers?'
"I've read manuscripts before, and it's never been a problem." I've been starring at the blank half of the
last page for what seems like hours now.

dirty a day in his life. It occurs to me that I am forsaking my father in some indefinable way, and that it is

"But..."

inevitable-I unable to live within the parameters of his expectations. We all become Absalom perhaps. Still,

I know; it's an unspoken rule. We've had an unresolved fight, and we need our space. "Yes, but I

sometimes even I think I'd rather have the poet's husband, dirty from the sandblasting factory.
You look at me quizzically, knowing I've traveled far away and back. But, you're confident that it's
always back to you. You take my free hand in yours, and we walk along in that full, comfortable silence, which
takes a good decade to cultivate. Children play foursquare in the street--a phenomenon only possible in a place
like this, where I feel as if I have stepped back fifty years, sans the apron and spatula, of course. We smile at
their smiles, gripping each others' hands more tightly because we're so happy to know that the other is just as
11

couldn't let you just tell me how this one was."
You're quiet. It's not until I hear a tear hit the page that I realize I am crying. I look up. "I've read the
whole thing, and there's nothing here. It just ends. Like you said."
I'm still looking at you, choking on the words I do not have. You move towards me, and I think maybe
this can turn out alright yet. But you stop, quite suddenly, and turn away. The back door slams. I hope you've
remembered to latch it.
12
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I have managed to remember both the little girl and the weather this morning. As for your goodness,
well, it came to me while I was working in the garden. I was in the car with you, junior year, early in the
morning. (God, what could we possibly have been up for so early?) It was foggy and humid. The expected
happened when you clipped a deer (it wouldn 't be the last time either), that made it, hobbling, to the side of the
road where it collapsed. You pulled over, and we sat there in si lence. l bad mentally begun my pitying elegy,
when you opened the car door.

It seemed incredible at the time. I stood over you, as you sat next to the dying deer, gently running you1
hand along her forehead. She had a deep wound, smoking in the cool morning, where her life-blood met air.
took her almost an hour to die. She died looking at you, and I still wonder if that somehow made it okay.
You didn 't notice the dark smear of her blood on your shirt until we got back to our dorm. I took this
shirt under the pretense of having in my possession some magical stain remover. I kept it and still have it,
unbeknownst to you, tucked in the bottom drawer. Maybe that was when I first suspected morality isn't found
in a prayer.
I hear the back door and then your sock feet on the hardwood floor. I' m back in the study, sitting cross
legged, writing in the white absence of the manuscript. I look up and try to ask with my eyes what I' m thinkin
now: Why cou/dn 't you have done that for me? Now you sit down, knowing you have to somehow make it
okay. You don't ask for anything, any explanation. I couldn 't have given it if you bad.
IV
It is twilight and Orion has beaten us out tonight. We bad a late dinner because you let me try to cook.
By eight I let you take over and instead busied myself with trying to clean up the counters, which I had so
efficiently pillaged, plundered, and raped with nothing to show in the end. I would starve if it weren't for you.
We sit out on the lawn, wrapped in the quilt my mother made. I admit the wine is going to my head as
we laugh at the neighbor 's dog trying to engage our old, very pampered cat in play. You begin reciting "The
Cremation of Sam McGee," and l laugh even harder, fee ling lightheaded. I've never been able to understand
why you like this particular poem so much. Its "Devil Went Down to Georgia" beat just makes me giddy.
We lay back, hands behind our heads, and I sigh. The night is clear and cool, the purple sky depthless
so that I fee l like I' m being swallowed up in it. You spot the Orion Nebula and even the Andromeda galaxy h
made an appearance. You draw me closer, tighter and I tum, lean into you and breathe in your sweet smell.
"We've been doing this a long time, haven 't we?" you say, still staring at the sky.
I nod.
"We're doing alright."
"Orion 's the one thing we know wi ll always be there." My voice seems lost in the night.
"Maybe two?" you ask, whisperin g hotly into my ear.
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I cannot answer, my mouth too full with the blank space of that last page, wondering if my words could
III

ever be enough, could ever fill it up.

I have managed to remember both the little girl and the weather this morning. As for your goodness,
well, it came to me while I was working in the garden. I was in the car with you, junior year, early in the

Rachel Wise, '06

morning. (God, what could we possibly have been up for so early?) It was foggy and humid. The expected
happened when you clipped a deer (it wouldn't be the last time either), that made it, hobbling, to the side of the
road where it collapsed. You pulled over, and we sat there in silence. I had mentally begun my pitying elegy,
when you opened the car door.
It seemed incredible at the time. I stood over you, as you sat next to the dying deer, gently running your
hand along her forehead. She had a deep wound, smoking in the cool morning, where her life-blood met air. It
took her almost an hour to die. She died looking at you, and I still wonder if that somehow made it okay.
You didn't notice the dark smear of her blood on your shirt until we got back to our dorm. I took this
shirt under the pretense of having in my possession some magical stain remover. I kept it and still have it,
unbeknownst to you, tucked in the bottom drawer. Maybe that was when I first suspected morality isn't found
in a prayer.
I hear the back door and then your sock feet on the hardwood floor. I'm back in the study, sitting crosslegged, writing in the white absence of the manuscript. 1 look up and try to ask with my eyes what I'm thinking
now: Why couldn 'tyou have done that for me? Now you sit down, knowing you have to somehow make it
okay. You don't ask for anything, any explanation. I couldn't have given it if you had.
IV
It is twilight and Orion has beaten us out tonight. We had a late dinner because you let me try to cook.
By eight I let you take over and instead busied myself with trying to clean up the counters, which I had so
efficiently pillaged, plundered, and raped with nothing to show in the end. I would starve if it weren't for you.
We sit out on the lawn, wrapped in the quilt my mother made. I admit the wine is going to my head as
we laugh at the neighbor's dog trying to engage our old, very pampered cat in play. You begin reciting "The
Cremation of Sam McGee," and I laugh even harder, feeling lightheaded. I've never been able to understand
why you like this particular poem so much. Its "Devil Went Down to Georgia" beat just makes me giddy.
We lay back, hands behind our heads, and I sigh. The night is clear and cool, the purple sky depthless
so that I feel like I'm being swallowed up in it. You spot the Orion Nebula and even the Andromeda galaxy has
made an appearance. You draw me closer, tighter and I turn, lean into you and breathe in your sweet smell.
"We've been doing this a long time, haven't we?" you say, still staring at the sky.
I nod.
"We're doing alright."
"Orion's the one thing we know will always be there." My voice seems lost in the night.
"Maybe two?" you ask, whispering hotly into my ear.
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